
Town Hall
 for APTPUO Members



Introductions & Agenda
◆ Welcome to the first virtual APTPUO Town Hall
◆ Town Hall etiquette
◆ Update on activities

◇ First round of survey results & next steps (Robert Johnson, President)
◇ Forums & resources (Tom Boogaart, Vice-President Internal)
◇ Grievances (Noureddine Mouelhi, Agent de grief francophone, and Pascal Sergent, 

English grievance officer)
◇ Financial picture (Reza Farzi, Treasurer)
◇  Campaigns (Émilie Pigeon, Vice-President External)

◆ Discussion period



Covid-19 and your workplace
◆ Surveyed early May those APTPUO members who had taught a classroom course in the 

winter term and who had to make the transition to a distance education course
◆ 198 members filled out the survey, which is about a  20% response rate
◆ Combined results of French and English version of the survey



Q1 Are you...

Out of the 198 participants,

◆ 142 were part-time professors (WITHOUT a 
Long Term Appointment or LTA)

◆ 28 were part-time professors (WITH an LTA)
◆ 23 were PhD students or candidates who 

were teaching a class
◆ 5 were postdoctoral fellows

◆ Arts: 37,6% 
◆ Social Sciences: 20,3% 
◆ Education:  10,2% 
◆ Telfer School of Management: 10,2% 
◆ Health Sciences: 9,6% 
◆ Sciences: 5,6% 
◆ Engineering: 3,5%
◆ Law:  3,0% 

Q2 Which faculty do you belong to?



Q3 Which method of remote 
teaching did you choose?

◆ Synchronous: 34,2%
◆ Asynchronous: 35,2%
◆ Hybrid: 3,1%
◆ Readings and individual 

assignments: 12,8%
◆ Others: 14,8%

○ Question and review sessions
○ Lecture notes
○ Podcasts

Q4 Which software did you 
use to deliver your courses 
remotely?
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In your opinion, how many extra hours PER COURSE did you have to work during the winter 
session to adjust it to distance learning?

◆ Two-thirds of the participants worked less than 20 
hours of overtime. 

◆ But a significant minority felt that they had worked 
more than 30 hours of overtime during the transition.

Q5



Q6 I found the transition from a 
classroom course to a remote or online 
course to be easy.

Q7 Switching from  classroom courses 
to remote or online courses in a short 
period of time was stressful for me. 



Q8 It’s harder to maintain 
relationships with my students online. 

Q9 Remote interactions with my 
students generated a greater workload 
for me compared to a classroom course. 



I was given the IT support that I needed from the 
university’s services to teach remotely.

Q10 - 11
The training offered by the Teaching and Learning Support 
Service (TLSS) has benefited me in teaching remotely. 



Q12 APTPUO effectively communicated the necessary information 
regarding the transition.



Q13

Course Evaluation Training compensation

The agreement reached on ____ between APTPUO and the employer 
seems appropriate to facilitate the transition.

Academic and Professional 
Development Fund (APDF)

◆ Agree: 48.2%
◆ Completely agree: 31.5%
◆ Indifferent: 14.2%
◆ Disagree: 4.1%
◆ Strongly disagree: 2.0%

◆ Agree: 52.0%
◆ Completely agree: 23.5%
◆ Indifferent: 15.3%
◆ Disagree: 5.6%
◆ Strongly disagree: 4.1%

◆ Agree: 46.9%
◆ Completely agree: 19.9%
◆ Indifferent: 9.7%
◆ Disagree: 13.3%
◆ Strongly disagree: 10.2%

◆ Agree: 32.7%
◆ Completely agree: 16.8%
◆ Indifferent: 43.9%
◆ Disagree: 5.1%
◆ Strongly disagree: 1.5%



Issues that need to be addressed for working conditions during distance 
learning and covid-19 it continues into Spring-summer and Fall

Overview of Responses

◆ Continued & better compensation
◆ Exempting course evaluations for the duration of the pandemic
◆ Provide funds for the purchase of hardware, software and IT products (equipment) for 

distance learning
◆ T2200
◆ Continue providing TLSS training sessions
◆ Protect intellectual property
◆ Deal with increased class sizes
◆ Guidance for distance learning

Q14



Where are we now and where are we heading?

◆ We have signed LOU on student evaluations for Spring-Summer session, so no negative impacts

◆ We are negotiating a LOU on compensation for supplementary workload & training, and money for 
equipment needs related to distance learning, for Spring-Summer session

◆ University administration is indicating it is not interested in extending LOU on compensation for Fall 
session, other than for training 

◆ We continue raising issue with the Administration on need to protect intellectual property, on large 
class size and negative impacts on students’ experience and members’ workloads 

◆ We will continue surveying members at the end of each academic session, which helps us gauge 
member needs now and in preparation for bargaining next year



Forums & Resources



APTPUO Forums

◆ APTPUO and Teaching Innovation
◆ TLSS and Techno-Pedagogy
◆ Workload and Best Practices
◆ Forum 



Advantages / Disadvantages

    Asynchronous 
Lectures recorded and viewed according to student’s 

schedule.

Advantages Disadvantages

◆ Student Flexibility
◆ Control over content

◆ Heavy upfront 
investment

◆ More impersonal

Conference
Technologically mediated live presentation at scheduled 

slots.

Advantages Disadvantages

◆ More like traditional class
◆ Salvage existing materials

◆ Technological crashes / 
classroom management

◆ Harassment/ lack of 
control

?



COVID-19 Related 
Grievances

1. Filed Grievance
2. Upcoming Grievance



Filed Grievance: Posting for Spring/ Summer 2020

◆ According to the Collective Agreement, article 5.5:
◇ “No changes can be made to the required qualifications indicated in an offer of employment 

without first having been agreed to by representatives of the Association during a meeting of a 
joint committee and upon presentation of supporting documentation justifying the changes.”

◇ 5.5.2.2 “If an appointment is necessary less than ten (10) business days before the course or work is 
to start, the Employer shall so notify the APTPUO in writing, as soon as possible but not later than 
the day on which the posting begins, and the course shall be posted for at least forty-eight (48) 
hours.”

◆ The grievance filed on your collective behalf by the association assert that the modes 
of, the content of and duration of many posting for the Spring/ Summer 2020 
semester violated, among others, the articles above of the Collective Agreement. 

◆ This was especially the case when a requirement for online or hybrid teaching 
experience or knowledge was asked for the first time ever in a posting.



Upcoming Grievances
1. Posting for Fall and Winter 2020/2021

⬩ We have already noticed that the patterns we have contested in the previous grievance 
are appearing once again for the semesters of Fall and Winter 2020/2021.  

⬩ This despite our best efforts to communicate and meet with the University 
Administration to outline our issues and grievances.

⬩ We have also noticed new practices, especially in terms of online and hybrid teaching 
which were not identified in previous semesters.

If you have knowledge of such problematic posting or have knowledge of any 
communications with the administration asking you to identify your existing skills and 
knowledge for online or hybrid teaching (while applying for a position) or asking you to have 
particular technological equipment or skill for these semesters (without offering you the free 
training available by the university), please let us know as soon as possible at : 
info@aptpuo.ca 

 

mailto:info@aptpup.ca


Upcoming grievance

2. Class sizes and number of sections
◆ The Association has noticed that the employer seems to be willing to greatly increase 

the number of registration spots available in some classes.
◆ Nowhere is this more apparent than in the first-year Intro to Français classes where the 

teaching mode itself has been changed.
◆ According to the Collective Agreement:

◇ 9.5.3 Departments shall employ the same set of rules or criteria in determining the point at which 
enrolment requires the creation of a new section of a course, whether or not the course is taught by a 
full-time professor or a member

◆ The Association is greatly concerned that this will not be respected as members will 
have to teach very large sections as their APUO counterpart will have the luxury of 
smaller more manageable classes.

◆ If you are aware of any such patterns in your department, please let us know as soon as 
possible at: info@aptpuo.ca 

mailto:info@aptpuo.ca


Financial picture



Finance picture…
...remains a moving target

◆ We continue to closely monitor the economic and financial situation related to 
covid-19, as it pertains to our investments placed in our two credit unions. 

◆ We are considering diversifying funds & institutions, such as savings accounts, T-bills, 
etc., based on the recommendations of our auditing firm and internal Finance 
committee.

◆ For now, we don’t expect a huge difference in courses (and union dues) for Fall

◆ We’re analyzing the preliminary budget that was adopted by the University’s Board of 
Governors in May



Political Action & 
Mobilisation Committees 

Report



Political Action & Mobilisation Committees Report

WHY? Our bargaining with the employer re: LOUs of compensation in the fall has reached an impasse: 
they want to give us NOTHING, despite all our additional work. 

WHAT? multi-faceted campaign to defend our labour rights & our jobs+ to get compensation for the 
added workload caused by distance education in the Fall term 

HOW?  TWO campaigns underway via social and trad. media 
1) Interunion : centers on lived experiences of the distance education +  impact on work/study life 

across unions. Student + prof/worker video/audio/written testimonials (30 sec -1 min) 
2) APTPUO-centered : highlights material injustice in compensation bx APUO & APTPUO 

WHEN? Summer 2020 (right now!) 

WHO? The Mobilization Committee is recruiting! Get involved in your union → vp.ext@aptpuo.ca


